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Introduction
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Sources: Statistics Bureau of the ministry of Internal Affairs and Communications, 
National Institute of Population and Social Security Research 

Japan’s Declining + Aging Population
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38.8%

➡estimates

23.0%

25.1% decrease in 
total population



Need for disaster 

prevention

Ageing 

society

Deterioration of 

infrastructures

Decrease in 

annual revenue

Depopulation

Urban management cannot be “as it has been”

→Public involvement in the field & tools to support it is needed

Urban Management for Depopulating Society

Concept of Compact City
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https://openspending.org/

http://citydashboard.org/london/

• Visualization of public spending 
information

Global community 
driven platform 

for open database

• Real-time data visualization

• Gives  a sweeping glance of 
what is going on in the city

City Dashboard 

Where Does My Money Go?

Development of Tools to Understand Your City
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https://openspending.org/
http://citydashboard.org/london/


Compact city 
concept

Rationalization

Green 
town..

Urban Planners Citizens

？

How will my 
life be?

• Publication of master plans (booklet 
or pdf) and holding briefing sessions

• Explanation of how the city will be 
as a whole

• What they really want to know is effect to 
their daily lives

• Anxiety and repulsion due to lack of 
information

Compactization
= cut down?

Opinion+
evaluation

orientation

Current Public Involvement System in Urban Planning

Lack of 
communication 
opportunities
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To develop a tool for citizens that shows information about the future
of their city to enhance their awareness and communication with
urban planners.

Can positively obtain public 
opinion for city management

Decide whether to agree or disagree 
to plans in the view of their living

Urban planners 
(Local gov.)

Citizens

：

：

Aim of this Research 
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2.Developing Web-app:

‘My City Forecast’
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http://mycityforecast.net/
*available only in Japanese 
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http://mycityforecast.net/
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①

②

Select 
①Area ②Year
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• Indicators for urban simulation output

• Comparing three values 

2015 value Current status

Business As Usual Ver. Case without any plans (BAU) 

Compactized Ver.
Case with concept of compact 
city 

Basic population 
info.

Convenience of 
everyday life 

Green 
Environment

Financial 
burden
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③

③Select an indicator
↓

Distribution on map and 
timely change on graph
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Pop-up that shows the detail 
of each facility
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④Leading to questionnaire page

•Attributes of yourself

•How do you think of the plan?

•Which factor do you think is 

most important when deciding 

where to live?

④



Urban Simulation Flow 
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Urban Simulation Flow 

Default ver. uses datasets available for all 
cities in Japan

↓

With more precise geo-spatial datasets, 
more precise simulation will be available

Input data

Parameter setting
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More data, 
More clear vision of future city
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①For citizens to know about their city

②Casual simulation tool for urban 
planners to compare plans

③For workshops on urban planning 
(where planners and citizens both join) to 
enhance opinions about future 

！

PlanA

PlanB

PlanC

Utilization Image of Our Tool
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3.Feedback from Local 
Authorities
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Interview to 4 Local Authorities in Japan
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Mito (Ibaraki prefecture)

Population 269,000

Size 217.4 (km2)

Muroran (Hokkaido)

Population 100,600

Size 80.65 (km2)

Sagamihara  (Kanagawa prefecture)

Population 717,500

Size 328.8 (km2)

Yokohama(Kanagawa prefecture)

Population 3,689,000

Size 437.4 (km2)



[Summary of Comments]

Yes. Because..

 The city simulation tool that can be casually used by the local authorities is 
very limited

 The demand for urban simulation tool is high in the phase of planning, as well 
as the phase of explanation of the plans to citizens. 

 Since the local authorities owns and continues to organize data of various city 
factors, tools that can utilize those data could clarify the objective.

Interview Questions 1
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Q1. Are there any demands for our urban simulation tool?



Interview Questions 2
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[Summary of Comments]

 Answer varies from one city to another, due to the difference in ways to 
induce compact city concept and also in the level of necessity for the 
concept.

 It is desirable that the simulation to be flexible to various settings of 
parameters and data inputting.

Q2. What functions are expected to be added?



4. Conclusion & Future Studies
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We have developed an urban simulation tool for citizens as a web application, which 
provides information about the future of their city to enhance their awareness and 
communication with urban planners. 

 Through interviews to local authorities, it has turned out that there are demands for 
simple urban simulation tools, though flexibility that could adjust to various 
situations of each cities is  required in the simulation process.

With the enhancement of open data movement, more and more precise geo-spatial 
datasets will become available from local authorities, and our tool will be designed to 
be able to raise the precision of the simulation by inputting those data.

 For future works:  To have actual citizens examine the tool. 
- Questionnaire + log analysis 

- Comparing impressions with document explanations


